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Love in a Time of War 

 

Tom Nichols is a contributing writer to our Unitarian legacy magazine, The Atlantic, 

and editor of its newsletter, Peacefield. He recently wrote: 

“A few days ago, I was watching footage of Ukrainian mothers, panicked and crying, 

trying to evacuate their children from a beautiful city that a paranoid dictator has 

now turned into a war zone. I looked over at my wife, sitting a few feet away from 

me, and saw the tears welling in her eyes. I felt helpless. And for once, I was at a 

loss for words….Night after night I find myself staring at the television, almost 

paralyzed with anger and grief. …In my rage, I want someone somewhere to do 

something.”1 

Nichols named the experience I know that most of us are feeling. It is an 

overwhelming sense of helplessness, outrage; an emotional minefield of worry and 

compassion for the Ukrainian people and those caught up in this war begun by a 

tyrant long comfortable with assassination, violent repression, and war crimes. 

Even as we know there is a long and complex history behind this moment, as there 

is in every such moment, we can feel that Putin has gone too far, lost touch with the 

reality we see, and we are inspired by the acts of courage and resistance we see in 

Ukraine. It is a toxic brew of hunger for this all to be somehow fixed, for the good 

guys to swoop in and save the day, combined with the utter helplessness and fury 

of watching this slow-moving disaster unfold. For a world struggling to work 

together to save itself from climate disaster and still reeling from years of pandemic 

exhaustion…well. It is incredibly hard. 

 

                                         
1 Nichols, Tom. “Stay Calm, America,” The Atlantic, Mar. 3, 2022. 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/03/stay-calm-and-dont-advocate-war-
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The Vietnamese Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hanh, whom the world lost recently, 

was a very young monk during the Viet Nam war. His experiences as a young monk 

in wartime were what caused him to found a new branch of Buddhism, which he 

called “Engaged Buddhism.” He felt that true spiritual practice required a response 

to the struggles of the world, not retreat from them. He tells many stories of his 

work as a monk in seasons of war and international conflict. Again and again, as he 

tells his stories, he emphasizes that it is the deep and committed practices of 

mindfulness and compassion that allowed himself and many other monks of the 

time to choose a path that led to healing. He tells the story of an event in 1968, 

while he was in the US asking the government for peace, that the region around the 

campus of his School for Youth for Social Service had been utterly destroyed. More 

than ten thousand refugees flooded the campus, and the monks and nuns and 

students were unprepared to offer the medical, hygiene or sustenance care for so 

many. They tended the wounded as best as they could, and when bandages ran out, 

nuns would cut up their robes to bind wounds. It was a time of extraordinary 

danger and overwhelm. Within three days, there was an indication that the campus 

would soon be bombed - each faction felt the campus now contained many 

members of the enemy. A 25 year old monk named Thay Than Van was in charge. 

He was about to tell people to flee, when he realized that this would be devastating. 

Instead, after centering practice, he determined to go visit each outpost. To do this 

he had to crawl across the firing zone, and try to avoid being shot by  either side. 

He went first to the anti-Communists, and asked them to radio their planes not to 

bomb refugees on the campus. He then went to the Communist guerillas and asked 

them not to shoot at enemy planes, or else the campus would be bombed in 

retaliation. He asked for their understanding and compassion. Thich Nhat Hanh 

says, “On this mission he did not carry anything with him except his courage, love, 

and compassion. In a situation like that, you have to be extremely mindful. 

Sometimes you have to react quickly while remaining mindful. If you are angry or 
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suspicious, you cannot do it. You have to be clear-minded. In the context of war, 

we grew deeper in our practice of non-violence. Non-violence is not a set of skills 

you can learn with your intellect. Non-violent action arises naturally from the 

compassion, lucidity, and understanding you have within.”2 

 

Tom Nichols agrees with Hanh: in times of war, that is when we most need lucidity, 

compassion, and the ability to be clear-minded - and how hard that can be. He 

says: 

 

“I have taught military and national-security affairs for more than a quarter 

century, and I know what will happen when a 40-mile column of men and weapons 

encircles a city of outgunned defenders. I want all the might of the civilized world—

a world of which Putin is no longer a part—to obliterate the invading forces and 

save the people of Ukraine….And yet, I still counsel caution and restraint, a position 

I know many Americans find impossible to understand. Every measure of our 

outrage is natural, as are the calls for action. But emotions should never dictate 

policy. …In thinking about all of this, I have been reliving a moment from 1991, when 

I was working on Capitol Hill as personal staff for foreign and defense affairs to the 

late Senator John Heinz of Pennsylvania. Saddam Hussein had invaded Kuwait and 

we were at war. The Iraqi dictator was launching Scud missiles into neighboring 

states, including Israel….I was barely 30 years old. I had never been near a war. I 

had recently visited Israel, and I was practically shaking with rage. “Ever been to Tel 

Aviv, Senator? Nice city.”...Heinz paused. In a fatherly manner, he said: “Tom, I know 

that right now you’d like to rip Saddam Hussein apart with your bare hands. But this 

is when I need you to be calm and rational and helpful so that we can figure this 

thing out.” 

                                         
2 Hanh, Thich Nhat. At Home in the World, Parallax Press: Berkeley, CA, 2019. Pps. 68-70. 
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It was a reproach, but a gentle one. I never forgot it, and now I always try to keep in 

mind that in moments of crisis, we must reflect deeply… before daring to act. 

I am as enraged today as I was on North Capitol Street more than 30 years ago. But 

I am trying to be calm and rational, and yes, helpful, as much as I can be. So should 

we all.””3 

As Unitarian Universalists, times like these can be particularly difficult. Many of us 

want to rush to do something, to take action in an attempt to help and to push as 

hard as we can against our anger and the pain that our compassion brings. Or we 

might withdraw into intellectualism, arguing about history and becoming armchair 

pundits, struggling in this way to keep the pain of what is happening at bay. But we 

are all humans, together. We ought to be affected by the suffering of the world. It is 

by building whole selves, balanced and rooted in community, that we can be 

resilient, clear-minded, and able to offer meaningful help where we are best able to 

serve.  

To build a whole self, capable of both responding to the pain of the world and being 

a compassionate, healing presence within it, we have to have spiritual practices 

that deepen us. Human history is full of such practices: prayer, meditation, dancing, 

reading and reflecting on sacred texts, finding peace in nature, attending worship, 

practices of attention and love. 

Friere, in the reading Peter shared earlier, suggests radical love, with its spiritual 

requirements of humility, courage, the ability to both talk and listen to others 

                                         
3 Nichols, Tom. “Stay Calm, America,” The Atlantic, Mar. 3, 2022. 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/03/stay-calm-and-dont-advocate-war-
against-putin/624169/ 
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deeply, and the ability to recognize the tension between patience and impatience, 

among other things. 

To build a whole self, we must be able to rest and experience joy. Freire says we 

must keep “joy in living” to practice radical love. Thich Nhat Hanh mentions this, as 

well. He tells this story: 

“During the Viet Nam war, there were so many things to worry about. Bombs were 

falling every day, and people were dying. My mind was completely focused on how 

to help stop the war, the killing, and the suffering. I thought I didn’t have time to get 

in touch with the refreshing and healing wonders of life. Because of this belief, I 

didn’t get the nourishment and nutrition that I so needed. One day, a young woman 

came to assist me in our work. She prepared a basket of fragrant Vietnamese herbs, 

the various kinds of fresh greens we eat with every meal in Viet Nam. I marveled at 

their beauty and aroma. I took a deep breath. Simply savoring that plate of fresh 

herbs was enough to restore my balance. I had thought that I didn’t have time to 

notice things like fragrant herbs, but in that moment I realized that I couldn’t allow 

myself to be so completely immersed in the work. I also needed to take the time to 

live, to get in touch with the refreshing and healing elements inside and around 

me.”4 

We also need each other. Perhaps you have come to understand that in a new way 

during a pandemic, but as Unitarian Universalists we mean it in a different, deeper 

way. As human beings, we co-regulate our nervous systems with one another; we 

both agitate and soothe each other, but when we build communities of mutual care, 

we are healthier, more hopeful, and feel our lives are more meaningful. We are also 

then able to act more powerfully, when we act in concert - and we are safer. Our 

Unitarian foreparent, James Luther Adams, was present for the rise of Nazism in 

                                         
4 Hanh, Thich Nhat. At Home in the World, Parallax Press: Berkeley, CA, 2019. Pg. 53. 
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Germany. From the US, he became gravely concerned about the ability of the 

progressive church to respond to evil in the world - evils such as fascism, or 

confronting a bloodthirsty tyrant able to command destruction and repression at 

his whim. Adams’ biographer George Kimmich Beach often points out how adamant 

Adams was that progressive people of faith must build and use power responsibly 

to confront evil. Adams said: 

“The authenticity of power is determined by the ends it serves and the means it 

uses. The truly powerful are those who serve large purposes and can accomplish 

them. This kind of fulfillment requires “power with” not “power over;” it requires 

love.”5 

Love. Love means showing up, here. It means talking to your neighbor, it means 

learning together, planning together, acting on our principles in the world, 

together. It means cheering each other on, comforting each other in difficult days, 

and remembering that each of us brings something essential to the altar of this 

community: our own, authentic selves. If you are dropping in, stay a while. All Souls 

is a community that has faced the struggles of this world for over 200 years; it is 

our very nature to be a place where we strive, generation after generation, to love, 

live, serve - to be whole people, loving the hell out of this world.  

 

All of us are angry and exhausted by our frustration and fears. This holy hour that 

you have set aside, to gather with other vulnerable people, to hear music and 

whisper a prayer: this is a mindfulness practice, one small way to clear out the 

noise of the world and try to be present so we can, as Tom Nichols and Thich Nhat 

                                         
5 Beach, George Kimmich. Transforming Liberalism: the Theology of James Luther Adams. Readers 
Magnet LLC, 2021. Pg. 201. 
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Hanh advise: stay calm, hold our center, and move out into the world with 

compassion and clear-mindedness, knowing we are not alone. 

 

On the forming edge of this spring-heralding day, I wish for you the peace that 

comes from being a part of a love-infused faith, and the courage to stay present to 

the pain of the world. Take joy with you as you go, and return again soon. You have 

my love. Amen, ashe, blessed be.  


